Bizagi Government Cloud for Digital Modernization
Modern Apps Powered by Process

**Innovate on top of legacy systems**
Use a low-code platform to drive transformation with new automated processes to improve your operations while leveraging existing assets.

**Orchestrate disparate systems and bots**
By orchestrating the end-to-end process organizations are enabled to realize additional value from existing RPA and IDP investments.

**Enable innovation and citizen developers**
Bizagi's platform unifies technical and non-technical staff through an inherently collaborative interface, accelerating transformation.

---

**Proven Success**

**CALM**
Bizagi enables process automation for GSA's Contract Acquisition Lifecycle Management System (CALM) program under GSA's Federal Marketplace Strategy.

**Pensions**
Automating handling of citizen interactions and payments for a federal pension system with tens of millions of automated activities and millions of payments each month.

**Workers Compensation**
Processing worker's compensation injury reports for a large U.S. state government (fully automating 75% of the work activity).

**Budget Management**
Using Bizagi to improve the efficiency, transparency, and reliability of budget requests, on-boarding logistics, and other human resource-related processes.
Accelerate Your Digital Modernization

With Bizagi, government can now deliver real digital transformation that builds on and orchestrates existing assets and investments in robotics automation, AI and intelligent content management systems. With Bizagi, government organizations can use low code to deploy modern applications to FedRAMP standards, improving citizen and employee experiences in delivering service of their agency mission.

**Business Productivity**
- Acquisition lifecycle management
- Recruiting and onboarding
- Supply chain management
- Financial operations

**Governance, Risk & Compliance**
- Fraud investigation
- Approval management
- Regulatory compliance
- Citizen complaints

**Customer Experience**
- Citizen experience
- Service onboarding
- Loan & grant origination
- Benefit eligibility & onboarding

**Mission Readiness**
- Operations
- Call center
- Education and training
- Cybersecurity

Start a conversation with Bizagi today
www.bizagi.com/contact